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Abstract

A promising new approach to shorten the design trajectory of analog integrated circuits without giving up functionality is formed by the class of dynamic translinear circuits. This paper presents a structured design method for
this young, yet rapidly developing, circuit paradigm. As
a design example, a 1-V 1.6-A class-AB translinear sinh
integrator for audio lter applications, is presented.

1 Introduction
Electronics design can be considered to be the mapping of a set
of mathematical functions onto silicon. For discrete-time signalprocessing systems, of which the digital signal processors (DSPs) today are by far the most popular, this comes down to the implementation of a number of dierence equations, whereas for continuoustime signal-processing systems, often denoted by the term analog,

dierential equations are the starting points. In mixed analogdigital systems, the analog parts, however, often occupy less than
ten percent of the complete, i.e., the mixed analog-digital circuitry,
whereas their design trajectory is often substantially longer and
therefore more expensive than of their digital counterparts. Where
does this discrepancy arise from? This can be partially explained
by the fact that, at circuit level, for analog circuits far more components play an important role various types of transistors, diodes,
resistors and capacitors, to mention a few sometimes also inductors, resonators, and others. Whereas for digital circuits, the complete functionality is covered by transistors only1.
From the above, it automatically follows that, if we restrict ourselves to the use of as few dierent types of components as possible,
without giving up functionality, we can shorten the analog design
trajectory considerably, in the same way as this is done for digital
circuits. One successful approach, as we will see in this paper, is
given by the class of circuits called dynamic translinear circuits.
Dynamic translinear (DTL) circuits, of which recently an allencompassing current-mode analysis and synthesis theory has been
developed in Delft 1{3], are based on the DTL principle, which can
be regarded as a generalization of the well-known `static' translinear principle, formulated by Gilbert in 1975 4]. The rst DTL
circuit was originally introduced by Adams in 1979 5], being a
rst-order lowpass lter. Although not recognized then, this was
actually the rst time a rst-order linear dierential equation was
implemented using translinear (TL) circuit techniques. In 1990,
Seevinck introduced a `companding current-mode integrator' 6]
and since then the principle of TL ltering has been extensively
studied by Frey 7{16], Punzenberger and Enz 17{31], Toumazou
et al. 32{51], Roberts et al. 52{57], Tsividis 58{62], Mulder and
Serdijn 63{84] and others 85,86].
However, the DTL principle is not limited to lters, i.e. linear
dierential equations. By using the DTL principle, it is possible to
1 It

must be noted that, for higher frequencies or bit rates, also the interconnects come into play. However, their inuence is considered to be equally
important for analog as well as digital systems.

implement linear and nonlinear dierential equations, using transistors and capacitors only. Hence, a high functional density can be
obtained, and the absence of large resistors makes them especially
interesting for ultra-low-power applications 76].
DTL circuits are inherently companding (the voltage swings are
logarithmically related to the currents), which is benecial with respect to the dynamic range in low-voltage environments 87,88]. In
addition, DTL circuits are easily implemented in class AB, which
entails a larger dynamic range and a reduced average current consumption. Further, owing to the small voltage swings, DTL circuits
facilitate relatively wide bandwidth operation. At high frequencies
though, considerable care has to be taken regarding the inuence of
parasitic capacitances and resistances, which aect the exponential
behavior of the transistor.
DTL circuits are excellently tunable across a wide range of several parameters, such as cut-o frequency, quality factor and gain,
which increases their designability and makes them attractive to be
used as standard cells or programmable building blocks.
The DTL principle can be applied to the structured design
of both linear dierential equations, i.e. lters, and non-linear
dierential equations, e.g., RMS-DC converters 89{91], oscillators 92{103], phaselock loops (PLLs) 80{82] and even chaos. In
fact, the DTL principle facilitates a direct mapping of any function,
described by dierential equations, onto silicon.
Application areas where DTL circuits can be successfully used
include audio lters, high-frequency lters, high-frequency oscillators, demodulators, infra-red front-ends and low-voltage ultra-lowpower applications.
This paper aims to present a structured design method for DTL
circuits. The static and dynamic TL principles are reviewed in
Section 2. The general class of DTL circuits contains several different types. In Section 3, the correspondences and dierences of
log-domain, tanh and sinh circuits are treated. Finally, Section 4
presents the design method, applied to the design of a DTL integrator, starting from a dimensionless dierential equation that
describes the integrator behavior in the time domain. After four

hierarchical design steps, being dimension transformation, the introduction of capacitance currents, TL decomposition and circuit
implementation, a complete circuit diagram results. Measurement
results of the thus obtained DTL integrator, are presented.

2 Design principles
TL circuits can be divided into two major groups: static and dynamic TL circuits. The rst group can be applied to realize a wide
variety of linear and non-linear static transfer functions. All kinds
of frequency-dependent functions can be implemented by circuits of
the second group. The underlying principles of static and dynamic
TL circuits are reviewed in this section.

2.1 Static translinear principle

TL circuits are based on the exponential relation between voltage
and current, characteristic for the bipolar transistor and the MOS
transistor in the weak inversion region. In the following discussion, bipolar transistors are assumed. The collector current IC of a
bipolar transistor in the active region is given by:
IC

= IS eV

BE

=VT



(1)

where all symbols have their usual meaning.
The TL principle applies to loops of semiconductor junctions.
A TL loop is characterized by an even number of junctions 4]. The
number of devices with a clockwise orientation equals the number of
counter-clockwise oriented devices. An example of a four-transistor
TL loop is shown in Figure 1. It is assumed that the transistors are
somehow biased at the collector currents I1 through I4. When all
devices are equivalent and operate at the same temperature, this
yields the familiar representation of TL loops in terms of products
of currents:
I1 I3

= I2I4:

(2)
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Figure 1: A four-transistor translinear loop.
This generic TL equation is the basis for a wide variety of static
electronic functions, which are theoretically temperature and process independent.

2.2 Dynamic translinear principle

The static TL principle is limited to frequency-independent transfer functions. By admitting capacitors in the TL loops, the TL
principle can be generalized to include frequency-dependent transfer functions. The term `Dynamic Translinear' was coined in 89]
to describe the resulting class of circuits. In contrast to other
names proposed in literature, such as `log-domain' 5], `companding
current-mode' 6], `exponential state-space' 7], this term emphasizes the TL nature of these circuits, which is a distinct advantage
with respect to structured analysis and synthesis.
The DTL principle can be explained with reference to the subcircuit shown in Figure 2. Using a current-mode approach, this
circuit is described in terms of the collector current IC and the
capacitance Icap owing through the capacitance C . Note that the
dc voltage source Vconst does not aect Icap. An expression for Icap
can be derived from the time derivative of (1) 6,89]:
I_C

(3)
Icap = C VT
I
C

where the dot represents dierentiation with respect to time.
Equation (3) shows that Icap is a non-linear function of IC and
its time derivative I_C . More insight in (3) is obtained by slightly
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Figure 2: Principle of dynamic translinear circuits.
rewriting it:
C VT I_C = Icap IC :

(4)

This equation directly states the DTL principle: A time derivative
of a current can be mapped onto a product of currents. At this point,
the conventional TL principle comes into play, since the product of
currents on the right-hand side (RHS) of (4) can be realized very
elegantly by means of this principle. Thus, the implementation of
(part of) a dierential equation (DE) becomes equivalent to the
implementation of a product of currents.
The DTL principle can be used to implement a wide variety of
DEs, describing signal processing functions. For example, lters are
described by linear DEs. Examples of non-linear DEs are harmonic
and chaotic oscillators, PLLs and RMS-DC converters.

3 Classes of dynamic translinear circuits
In all DTL circuits, the voltages are logarithmically related to the
currents. Therefore, these circuits are in some way instantaneous
companding. Figure 3 shows the general block schematic of an
instantaneous companding integrator 6]. In DTL circuits, the internal integrator is a linear capacitance. The expander E expands
the output voltage of this integrator into a current, exploiting the
exponential V -I transistor transfer function. Several types of DTL
circuits can be distinguished within the general class of DTL circuits based on the particular implementation of E . Next to the
most prevalent class of log-domain circuits, the two classes of tanh

and sinh circuits have been proposed by Frey 12]. In this section,
we describe their characteristics, which can be derived from the
generic output structures, depicted in Figure 4.
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Figure 3: General block schematic of an instantaneous companding
integrator.
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Figure 4: Generic output structures of (a) log-domain, (b) tanh,
and (c) sinh circuits.

3.1 log-domain circuits

Most published DTL circuits are based on the common-emitter
(CE) output stage shown in Figure 4(a), characteristic for the class
of log-domain circuits. The transfer function from the capacitance
voltage Vcap to the output current Iout is given by the well-known
exponential law (1). In other words, E equals exp x. The companding characteristics of a DTL circuit can be derived from the second
order derivative of E with respect to x, denoted by E . Without
loss of generality, x = 0 is considered to be the quiescent point of the
integrator shown in Figure 3. Figure 5 displays E for the output
00

00

stages shown in Figure 4. Applying a strict denition of companding, E should be strictly positive for x > 0 and strictly negative
for x < 0. For log-domain circuits, a comparison of E = exp x
with the strict denition of companding reveals that these circuits
are indeed companding for x > 0 however, for x < 0 the exponential function constitutes a compression instead of an expansion.
For a symmetrical output current, the overall behaviour of the CE
output stage implies a compression rather than an expansion of the
peak-to-peak signal swings 86].
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Figure 5: The second-order derivatives of the V -I transfer functions
of the output stages shown in Figure 4.
From a current-mode point of view, the most important characteristic of a DTL output structure is the current-mode expression
for the capacitance current Icap. For log-domain lters, Icap is given
by Equation (3), where IC = Idc + Iout. As shown in Section 2, a
linear derivative I_out is obtained by multiplying Icap by Idc + Iout.
A favorable property of log-domain circuits is that a linear
damping term can be implemented by the connection of a dc current source Io in parallel to a capacitance. This can be explained
from Equation (4). If instead of Icap, Icap + Io is multiplied by
Idc + Iout, an additional term Io  (Idc + Iout ) is generated. The rst
term IoIdc represents a dc oset current. The second term IoIout
results in a nite negative pole.
Typically, log-domain circuits operate in class A. The actual ac
signal Iout is superposed on a dc bias current Idc. As a consequence,

the output signal swing is limited to Iout > ;Idc. Note that this
limitation is single sided, which is advantageous if a-symmetrical
input wave-forms have to be processed. This characteristic can
be exploited to enable class AB operation 6, 9]. Using a class AB
set-up, see Figure 6, the dynamic range can be enlarged without increasing the quiescent power consumption. Using a current splitter,
the input current Iin is divided into two currents Iin1 and Iin2, which
are both strictly positive, and related to Iin by: Iin = Iin1 ; Iin2. The
current splitter impresses a constant geometric or harmonic mean
on Iin1 and Iin2. Next, Iin1 and Iin2 can be processed by two class A
log-domain circuits. It is important to note that class AB operated
log-domain circuits do satisfy the strict denition of companding
due to the fact that only positive currents are processed, i.e., x is
never negative.
Iin1
Iin

F

Iout1

+

current
splitter

Iout

Iin2

F

Iout2

Figure 6: Set-up for class AB operation.

3.2 tanh circuits

Instead of a single transistor in CE conguration, the class of tanh
circuits is characterized by a dierential pair output structure 12],
see Figure 4(b). The name of this class of circuits is derived from the
well-known hyperbolic tangent V -I transfer function. The secondorder derivative E is shown in Figure 5 and demonstrates that
tanh circuits are not companding at all 48]. The dierential pair
implements a compression function.
The tail current of the dierential pair is a dc current Idc, and
therefore, tanh circuits also operate in class A. The output current
Iout is the dierence of the two collector currents. The output swing
00

is limited to ;Idc < Iout < Idc. Since this interval is symmetrical,
the class AB set-up shown in Figure 6 cannot be applied to tanh
circuits.
From Figure 4(b), the capacitance current Icap is found to be:
!
 _
;I_out
Iout
Icap = C VT
;
:
(5)
Idc + Iout
Idc ; Iout
A linear derivative I_out is obtained by multiplying this equation by
(Idc + Iout)(Idc ; Iout):
2C VT IdcI_out = Icap(Idc + Iout)(Idc ; Iout):
(6)
Comparing Equations (4) and (6), we can see that the RHS of
(6) is third-order, whereas the RHS of (4) is only second-order.
Consequently, in general, TL loops of a higher order are required
to implement a tanh circuit, resulting in a more complex circuit.
In addition, a linear loss cannot be implemented by a dc current
source connected in parallel to a capacitance. This leads us to the
conclusion that tanh circuits do not seem to have any advantages
over log-domain circuits.

3.3 sinh circuits

The third class of DTL circuits proposed in literature is formed by
the sinh circuits 12]. The output structure, shown in Figure 4(c),
is a complete second-order TL loop. It implements the geometric
mean function Idc2 = Iout1Iout2. The actual output current Iout is the
dierence of Iout1 and Iout2. Since both Iout1 and Iout2 are always
positive, the sinh output structure operates in class AB, which is
benecial with respect to the dynamic range. The V -I transfer
function of the output structure is a hyperbolic sine function. Figure 5 displays E = sinh x and shows that the sinh output stage
implements a genuine expansion function.
The current-mode expression for the capacitance current Icap is
00

given by:
Icap

=

C VT

=

;C VT
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Iout1
Iout1
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Iout2
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(8)

_
q Iout 
(9)
2
4Idc2 + Iout
_out
:
(10)
= C VT I I+
Iout2
out1
A linear derivative I_out is obtained by multiplying Icap by the sum
Iout1 + Iout2. It is interesting to note that the voltage Vcap and the
current Iout1+Iout2 are related through a hyperbolic cosine function
the rst-order derivative of E with respect to x.
=

C VT

4 Structured design of a class-AB dynamic translinear integrator
Synthesis of a dynamic circuit, be it linear or non-linear, starts with
a DE or with a set of DEs describing its function. Often, it is more
convenient to use a state-space description, which is mathematically
equivalent. The structured synthesis method for DTL circuits is
illustrated here by the design of a rst-order integrator, described
in the time domain by:
dy
d

;x

=0

(11)

This equation describes the integrator output signal y as a function
of the input signal x.  is the dimensionless time of the integrator.

4.1 Transformations

In the pure mathematical domain, equations are dimensionless.
However, as soon as we enter the electronics domain to nd an

implementation of the equation, we are bound to quantities having
dimensions. In the case of TL circuits, all time-varying signals in
the DEs, i.e., the input signals, the output signals and the tunable
parameters, have to be transformed into currents. For the above
expression, x and y can be transformed into the currents Iin = x  Io
and Iout = y  Io, Io being the DC bias current that determines the
absolute current swings.
Subsequently, the dimensionless time  , can be transformed into
the time t with its usual dimension s], using the equivalence relation given by:
d=d = C VT =Io  d=dt:
(12)
From this expression it can be deduced that the integrator will be
linearly frequency tunable by means of control current Io.
Applying the mentioned transformations, the resulting dierential equation becomes:
C VT I_out ; Io Iin = 0
(13)

4.2 Denition of the capacitance current

Conventional TL circuits are described by multivariable polynomials, in which all variables are currents. The gap between these
current-mode polynomials and the DEs can be bridged by the introduction of capacitance currents, since the DTL principle states
that a derivative can be replaced by a product of currents.
The capacitance currents can be introduced simply by dening them. To this end, several equivalent expressions for the capacitance current Icap associated with the generic output stage of
(class-AB) sinh circuits, depicted in Figure 4(c), can were obtained
in Section 3. These equations all have two important characteristics in common. First, the denominators on the RHS are collector
currents. This implies that these currents have to be strictly positive. Second, the numerators on the RHS are the time derivatives
of the denominators.
With these characteristics in mind, we can dene the capacitance current for the sinh integrator. As the capacitance current

will be used to eliminate the derivative from the DE, in the denition of this current, the derivative present in the DE has to be
used. Using (10), the dierential equation transforms into:
Icap (Iout1 + Iout2 ) = Io Iin :
(14)
The current Icap to be supplied to the capacitance C is thus given
by:
(15)
+ Iout2 :
From this point on, the synthesis theory for static TL circuits can
be used 104], since both sides of the above DEs are now described
by current-mode multivariable polynomials.
Icap

=I

Io Iin

out1

4.3 Translinear decomposition

The next synthesis step is translinear decomposition. That is, the
current-mode polynomial has to be mapped onto one or more TL
loop equations that are characterized by the general equation:
Y
Y
JCi =
JCi
(16)
CW

CCW

being the transistor collector current densities in clockwise
(CW) or counter-clockwise (CCW) direction.
A two-quadrant multiplier/divider is required to implement the
Right-Hand Side (RHS) of Equation (15). Since a class-AB implementation is pursued, this two-quadrant multiplier/divider has to
be realized by two one-quadrant multiplier/dividers. This is realized by splitting the input current into two strictly positive signals
Iin1 and Iin2 , the dierence of which equals Iin . Rewriting Equation
(15) yields:
JCi

=I

(17)
+ Iout2 Iout1 + Iout2 :
Equation (17) is the basis for the block schematic of the sinh
integrator depicted in Figure 7. At the input, a current splitter
Icap

Io Iin1

out1

;

Io Iin2

generates Iin1 and Iin2 from Iin. Subsequently, the currents Iin1
and Iin2 are divided by Iout1 + Iout2 in two separate circuits. The
current Iout1 + Iout2 is obtained from the sinh output stage. The
output currents of the two multiplier/dividers are denoted by Icap1
and Icap2 and are respectively equal to the rst and the second
term on the RHS of Equation (17). Hence, the current supplied
to the capacitance equals Icap1 ; Icap2. The use of a single capacitor is an advantage over the class-AB integrator proposed in 6]
as it eliminates the necessity of matched capacitors. Finally, the
capacitance voltage Vcap is applied to the sinh output stage via a
voltage buer to prevent interaction between the capacitance and
the output stage.
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Figure 7: Block schematic of the class-AB translinear integrator.

4.4 Circuit implementation

The last synthesis step is the circuit implementation. The TL decomposition has to be mapped onto a TL circuit topology and the
correct collector currents have to be forced through the transistors. Biasing methods for bipolar all-NPN TL topologies are presented in 104]. Additional implementation methods include the
use of (vertical) PNPs, compound transistors or (simple) nullor implementations. If subthreshold MOSTs are used, some additional
possibilities are the application of the back gate 105] and operation
in the triode region 106].
The system blocks can be implemented by TL circuits, except of
course the voltage buer. To facilitate low-voltage operation, only

folded TL loop topologies are allowed. A bipolar IC technology is
used to implement the individual blocks.

4.4.1 Design of the input current splitter
A current splitter generates the currents Iin1 and Iin2 at the input
of the integrator. In principle, the type of current splitter to be
used at the input is not dictated by Equation (17). As the output
stage is a geometric mean current splitter, the same function was
chosen for the input current splitter.
The TL loop equation to be implemented is Idc2 = Iin1 Iin2 . Figure 8 depicts a 1 volt realization of this equation. The core of the
circuit is the TL loop formed by Q1 through Q4. Transistors Q1
and Q3 are biased at a dc current Idc1 . Transistor Q2 conducts Iin2 .
This current is inverted by a PNP current mirror and added to Iin.
The resulting current Iin1 is conducted by Q4, which is enforced by
the Common-Collector (CC) stage Q5. Biasing of Q5 by means of a
dc tail current source of the dierential pair Q2-Q3 requires a relatively high dc current. This is disadvantageous with respect to the
quiescent current consumption. A solution is dynamic biasing. The
tail current of Q2-Q3 is generated by Q6, Q7 and Q9, and equals
3Idc1 + Iin2 . Hence, Q5 is biased at a dc current equal to only 2Idc1 .
The voltage source Vdc1 is necessary to ensure that the Q7 does
not saturate. Note that this voltage source has no eect on the TL
loop. A convenient value for Vdc1 is 200 mV.

4.4.2 Design of the multiplier/divider
Once the bipolar input current Iin is decomposed into two positive
currents Iin1 2 , such that the dierence of these currents equals Iin,
the two-quadrant multiplication of Iin can now be performed by
the individual division of Iin1 and Iin2 by Iout1 + Iout2, by means of
two one-quadrant multiplier/dividers. The output currents of the
one-quadrant multiplier/dividers satisfy:


Icap12

=

Io Iin12
Iout1

+ Iout2

:

(18)
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Figure 8: Implementation of the input current splitter.
As all linear factors in Equation (18) are strictly positive, it is a
valid TL decomposition.
The 1 volt implementation of Equation (18) is shown in Figure 9.
The second-order TL loop comprises Q12{Q15. Transistors Q13 and
Q14 are biased by supplying respectively the currents Iout1 + Iout2
and Iin1 2 to the emitters of these devices. The collector current Io
of Q12 is enforced by the CC stage Q16, which is biased by a dc
current Ibias1.
A voltage source Vdc2 is necessary to ensure that the base voltages of Q13 and Q14 are always positive. Again, 200 mV is a convenient value.
The output of the multiplier/divider is the collector current of
Q15 . Subtraction of Icap1 and Icap2 is performed by a PNP current
mirror inverting Icap2 .
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Figure 9: Implementation of the one-quadrant multiplier/divider.

4.4.3 Design of the voltage buer

The current Icap1 ; Icap2 is supplied to the capacitor resulting in the
voltage Vcap. A voltage buer is used to minimize the interaction
between the capacitor and the sinh output stage. The principle
of the buer amplier is depicted in Figure 10(a). Ideally, the
buering is performed by the nullor. A level-shift between the input
and the output of the buer, represented by the voltage source Vdc3 ,
is necessary to avoid saturation of Q15 in the rst multiplier/divider
circuit. The output voltage is denoted by Vcap.
0

Icap

Vcap

Idc3
N3

C

V’cap
Icap

+
(a)

-

Vdc3

Vcap

V’cap
Q19

Q20

C
(b)

Figure 10: (a) Principle and (b) implementation of the voltage
buer.
The practical implementation of the nullor and the voltage source
Vdc3 is shown in Figure 10(b). The nullor is implemented by two
Common-Emitter (CE) stages, Q19 and Q20. The level-shift is realized by the base-emitter voltage of Q19. The output transistor Q20
must be able to sink the input current of the sinh output stage.

4.4.4 Design of the sinh output stage
The output stage has two functions. First, it enforces a geometric mean relation between the two output currents Iout1 and Iout2 .
Secondly, it must provide the current Iout1 + Iout2 to each of the
multiplier/dividers, as shown in Figure 7.
The 1 volt realization of the output stage is depicted in Figure
11. The TL loop comprising Q21{Q24 implements the sinh function
given by:
Iout

= 2Idc2 sinh

0

Vcap ; Vdc4
VT

(19)



where Idc2 is a dc current. Note that Equation (19) is equivalent to
the geometric mean function Idc2 2 = Iout1 Iout2 .
V+
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Iout1+Iout2

Idc2
Iout2
Q21

−Iout
+Iout

Idc2
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Q22

Q23

Q24

V’cap

+
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Figure 11: Implementation of the sinh output stage.
The current Iout1 + Iout2 is supplied to the multiplier/dividers by
means of PNP current mirrors. The output current Iout is generated
by additional NPN current mirrors. The inverted output current
;Iout is added to easily enclose the integrator in a unity-feedback
conguration by connecting ;Iout to the input of the integrator,
which results in a rst-order low-pass lter.

The voltage source Vdc4 is necessary to ensure that the emitter
voltages of Q22 and Q23 are always positive. Once again, 200 mV
is a convenient value.

4.5 Measurement results

Now that all the individual system blocks have been designed at
circuit level, the sub-circuits can be linked together to form the
integrator as depicted in Figure 7. For biasing purposes, the integrator is enclosed in a unity-feedback conguration, as discussed
previously. This results in a rst-order low-pass lter. Application
of this lter in a hearing instrument was pursued. This leads to the
required lter specications shown in Table 1 107]. For measurement purposes, the biasing current sources Idc1 , Idc2 , Idc3 and Ibias1
are realized by simple current mirrors and high-valued resistors.
The frequency control current Io is realized with a PTAT current
source.
Table 1: Filter requirements.

Quantity
Supply voltage
Current consumption
Cut-o frequency (fc ) range
Dynamic range
Total harmonic distortion

Value
down to 1 V
< 5 A
1.6{8 kHz
68 dB
<2%

<7%

Comment

Iin max = 180 nAp


controllable
100 Hz{8 kHz
f = 1 kHz, fc = 1:6 kHz,
Iin < 130 nAp
f = 1 kHz, fc = 1:6 kHz,
Iin > 130 nAp

To verify the integrator operation in practice, a semi-custom
version of the active circuitry of the complete lter has been integrated in a standard 2-m, 7-GHz process, fabricated at the Delft
Institute of Microelectronics and Submicron Technology. Typical transistor parameters are: hfeNPN  100, fTNPN  7 GHz,
hfeLPNP  80 and fTLPNP  40 MHz. The dc currents are set to
Idc1 = Idc2 = Idc3 = 45 nA, and Ibias1 = 135 nA.

The capacitor has a value of 100 pF and is connected externally.
The voltage sources Vdc1 2 4 equal 200 mV and are implemented by
a resistive voltage divider.
The measurement results are summarized in Table 2 and are in
good agreement with the expectations.
 

Table 2: Filter specications.

Quantity
Minimal supply voltage
Supply current
Quiescent supply current
Cut-o frequency range
Maximal signal-to-noise ratio
Dynamic range
Max. total harmonic distortion

Value
0.95 V
1.9 A
1.6 A
1{ > 8 kHz
63 dB
73 dB
2.7 %

Comment

Iin = 180 nAp
100 Hz{8 kHz
100 Hz{8 kHz
fin = 1 kHz, fc = 1:6 kHz,
Iin = 180 nAp

5 Conclusions
In this paper, it was shown that dynamic translinear circuits constitute an exciting new approach to the structured design of analog
signal processing functions, using transistors and capacitors only.
The presented design methodology was elaborated into the design
of a class-AB translinear sinh integrator for audio lter applications. Measurements on a semi-custom version of the integrator
illustrate the attractive properties of dynamic translinear circuits
for low-power and low-voltage applications.
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